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The Cleveland Division of Water has redesigned its bill for all customers. New models will land 
in mailboxes in the division’s normal billing cycle that begins Sept. 28. The 8.5-by-14 inch bill 
is larger in size than the old bill and contains more information, including a breakdown of 
rates and usage comparisons. The bill is part of a new $29 million computer system that 
should better enable service representatives to find information when customers call. For the 
first time, customers can make payments online.

1. Usage 
comparison: 
Displays 
customer 
consumption for 
five quarters. 
Look for unusual 
increases in use.

4. Sewer charge: Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer 
District charges appear on the bill for the first time. 
The district will not send a separate bill. Charges 
from communities with their own sewer depart- 
ments that bill through Cleveland will continue to 
appear on this bill.

5. Local charges: Some communities use the 
Cleveland Division as a billing agent for additional 
charges such as refuse pickup and other 
assessments.

Look for spikes in usage.

Amount due (includes unpaid balances)2

3

SOURCE: Cleveland Division of Water
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3. Current 
charges: 
Broken down by 
the amount of 
water used in 
mcf units 
multiplied by the 
rate for your 
residential area. 
Rates depend on 
distance and 
elevation from 
Lake Erie. The 
customer service 
fee is a standard 
quarterly charge 
that covers bill 
processing and 
customer 
service.

4

5

3. Current 

2. Metering 
detail: Shows 
your meter 
number, dates of 
current and 
previous 
readings, and 
whether the bills 
were based on 
actual readings, 
remote readings 
or estimates. 
The last number 
in the line is the 
amount of water 
used in an mcf, 
the division’s 
unit of measure. 
One mcf equals 
7,480 gallons of 
water.
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